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Foreword
by Nick Szabo

It is exciting to see my vision for smart contracts, that I conceived over 20 years ago, blossom into so many different and creative directions. Evolution toward smart contracts would be inevitable even if the concept did not exist. Financial companies have, since I first explored these ideas in the 1990s, already implemented what are effectively smart contracts without using that phrase.

As much as smart phones are more functional than traditional phones, which in turn are in many ways more functional than messages written on paper, smart contracts can be more functional than their inanimate paper-based ancestors. Smart contracts can automate many different kinds of processes and operations, most obviously payment and actions conditional on payment. For example, making control of collateral dependent on whether a debtor has chosen to pay a loan on time – the fundamental logic here is automating “if-this-then-that” on a self-executing basis with finality.

The humble vending machine is the original form of a smart contract. At its core, a vending machine is a security mechanism: the amount in the till should be less than the cost of breaching the till. Additionally, the machinery reflects the nature of the deal: it computes and dispenses change as well as the customer’s choice of product. Today the most secure environments for smart contracts are the most mature public blockchains, which are designed for trust minimization instead of trusting the often private and insecure system found resident with a central party.

Many of the smart contracts proposed or described in this paper, or elsewhere, are meant to operate between large institutions, or between institutions and their customers. The smart contract goes beyond enterprise business solutions – in fact my personal favorite and most exciting type of smart contract is constructed in peer-to-peer environments, from simple natural language by individuals to operate between individuals. This movie will get even more exciting when machine-to-machine adoption takes shape at the intersection of blockchain, artificial intelligence and the Internet of Things.

Smart contracts involve objectively verifiable performances, or performances that can be automated such as cash flows. As a result, financial contracts, broadly and creatively defined, present obvious opportunities. Smart contracts can reduce the costs of people having to calculate complicated outcomes, and thereby make possible new kinds of contracts that weren’t possible before. Contracts-for-difference, are an example where software very rapidly and continually adjusts balances and can dispense cash flows based on frequently updated market prices. Smart contracts — by minimizing the need to trust a counterparty, a third party, or a foreign legal system — can also reduce counterparty risk and expand credit and other contracting opportunities through such trust-shifting technology.

Blockchain technology appears very much to be the jet fuel necessary for smart contracts to become commonplace in business transactions and beyond. It is a delight to be part of a community committed to fostering the tenants of open source cooperation, privacy and security, education in technology and working for a common social good.
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Overview
What Are Smart Contracts?

In 1996, Nick Szabo described a smart contract as “a set of promises, specified in digital form, including protocols within which the parties perform on these promises.” While the technology available to support smart contracts has evolved considerably since then, this definition continues to capture the essence of what a smart contract is and does.

Taking each element of Szabo’s definition in turn:

**“a set of promises”**
- Depending on the model of smart contract deployed (see page 9: What are the different models for smart contracts?), such promises may be contractual or non-contractual
- They may consist of contractual terms and/or rules-based operations designed to carry out business logic

**“specified in digital form”**
- A smart contract operates electronically
- It consists of lines of code as well as the software that prescribes its conditions and outcomes
- Contractual clauses and/or functional outcomes are embedded as code within software

**“protocols”**
- A computer protocol in the form of an algorithm constitutes a set of rules for how each party should process data in relation to a smart contract
- Technology-enabled, rules-based operations enable actions to be performed, such as the release of payment

**“within which the parties perform”**
- The idea of automated performance is at the heart of a smart contract
- Driven in part by the technology that typically hosts a smart contract (that is, blockchain technology), smart contracts are traditionally regarded as irrevocable
- Once initiated, the outcomes for which a smart contract is encoded to perform cannot typically be stopped (unless an outcome depends on an unmet condition)
What are the different models for smart contracts?

It is a common misconception that there is only one type of smart contract. In fact, there is a spectrum of possibilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smart Contracts Lie on a Spectrum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contract entirely in code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract in code with separate natural language version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Split” natural language contract with encoded performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural language contract with encoded payment mechanism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other permutations are, of course, possible and are likely to emerge as smart contract applications develop.

The role of code

The legal status of smart contracts is dealt with elsewhere in this white paper. For now, it is sufficient to note that smart contracts that seek to encode the entirety of a natural language contract (a “code is the contract” model) are very challenging from a legal perspective. The model puts into question an issue potentially relevant for all smart contracts: has a legally binding contract formed?
Smart Contract Models

Regardless of model the smart contract deployed, they all involve code. Code can contain bugs. Code may not always perform as the parties had intended. Messages transmitted over the internet can be delayed or interrupted, and data can be corrupted in transmission. Private encryption keys can be obtained by hacking. The liability implications of these kinds of events need to be carefully considered.

It is likely that once a model is demonstrated to work in a live environment, not only will it be adopted elsewhere, but smart contracts will, with developments in the underlying technology, incrementally become more sophisticated over time. It is quite possible that, within a relatively short timeframe, smart contracts will be doing significantly more than just automating aspects of the performance of a contract.

What makes up a smart contract?

Smart contracts are typically deployed on a blockchain (although it is possible for other platforms to host them too). Within a blockchain view of this, smart contract program logic sits within a “block.” A block is a software-generated container that bundles together the messages relating to a particular smart contract. Those messages may act as inputs or outputs of the smart contract programing logic and may themselves point to other computer code.
How Do Smart Contracts Work?

A blockchain is permissioned when its participants are pre-selected or subject to gated entry based on satisfaction of certain requirements or on approval by an administrator. A permissioned blockchain may use a consensus protocol for determining what the current state of a ledger should be, or it may use an administrator or sub-group of participants to do so.

A blockchain is permissionless when anyone is free to submit messages for processing and/or be involved in the process of reaching consensus (for example, the Bitcoin blockchain). While a permissionless blockchain will typically use a consensus protocol to determine what the current state of the blockchain should be, a blockchain could equally use some other process (such as using an administrator or sub-group of participants) to update the ledger.

A consensus protocol is computer protocol in the form of an algorithm constituting a set of rules for how each participant in a blockchain should process messages (say, a transaction of some sort) and how those participants should accept the processing done by other participants. The purpose of a consensus protocol is to achieve consensus between participants as to what a blockchain should contain at a given time. Terms used to describe consensus protocols in the context of blockchain technologies may include “proof of work” or “proof of stake.”

How is a typical smart contract initiated? It is necessary to have some understanding of the terminology:
How Do Smart Contracts Work?

Initiating a smart contract

Blockchain technologies use public key encryption infrastructure (PKI). Someone (we’ll call this person the initiator) wishing to participate in a smart contract hosted on, say, a permissionless blockchain can:

• Download the software from publicly available sources
• Use an address (an alphanumeric character uniquely allocated to it by the software) to generate a public key
• Publish the public key on the system publicly

At the same time, the blockchain will also generate a corresponding private key for the initiator’s address. This key is held securely by the software.

If the initiator wishes to trigger a smart contract transaction on the relevant ledger, it uses its address to send an initiating message, encrypted with its private key, to the other participants. The message is picked up by the participants’ computers (called “nodes”).

Messages purporting to be from the initiator’s address can only be signed off on by a person in possession of the initiator’s private key. Participants with access to the public key (which they receive from the software) can use it to verify that the smart contract transaction was initiated by the initiator in possession of the private key and to authenticate the message contents.
How Do Smart Contracts Work?

Writing a smart contract message to a blockchain

In a typical permissionless blockchain deployment, when a sufficient quantity of other participants or nodes, reach the same conclusion (more than 50 percent), the blockchain’s applicable consensus protocol determines that the message relating to the smart contract should be added to the blockchain. Alternatively, such a determination might be reached by an administrator, in a permissioned blockchain.

Public key cryptography

As mentioned earlier, blockchain technology uses public key encryption infrastructure (PKI). PKI is a method of cryptography that uses of two types of keys. The first is a public key that all parties are aware of, and the second is a private key known only to its recipient. In a smart contract transaction initiated on a blockchain, the sending recipient encrypts their message into an unreadable ‘cipher text’ using algorithms or mathematical formulas, to protect and secure the data. Only the use of a private key can decrypt the ‘cipher text’ back into a readable ‘plain text’. The key benefit PKI brings to smart contract transactions revolves around security, as it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to reverse engineer a public key to a private one, making it very resilient to failures or hacks.

how does BLOCKCHAIN CRYPTOGRAPHY work?
Use Cases

Twelve Use Cases for Smart Contracts
Smart Contracts for Digital Identity

Smart contracts can enable individuals to own and control their digital identity containing reputation, data and digital assets. This allows individuals to choose what personal data to disclose to counterparties, giving enterprises the opportunity to seamlessly know their customers.
Smart Contracts for Digital Identity

Self-sovereign digital identity enabled by smart contracts provides seamless, user-centered internet for individuals.

Current Challenges

- Expensive and time consuming Know Your Customer (KYC) processes that lack completeness
- Limited control over potential data leakage due to an individual’s reliance on trusted third-parties
- High liability to safeguard user data presents a single point-of-failure and a target for hackers

Smart Contract Benefits

- Individuals own and control personal data (e.g. able to securely disclose personal data to various counterparties)
- Counterparties will not need to hold sensitive data to verify transactions, reducing liability while facilitating frictionless KYC
- Increased compliance, resiliency and interoperability

Smart Contract Considerations

- Fostering an acceptance of digitally provided attestations within a legal framework and establishing trust in the security of smart contracts
- Technical integration with attestation providers
- Formation of protocols and standards to deliver interoperability by the involved parties
Smart Contracts for Records

Smart contracts can digitize Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) filing, and automate their renewal and release processes. Additionally, smart contracts can atomically perfect a lender’s security interest at the moment of a loan creation.
Smart Contracts for Records

Automation of compliance, with rules requiring destruction of records on a future date enabled by smart contracts, and Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) liens that auto-renew, auto-release, or automatically call for collateral are all possible through smart contracts.

**Current State**
- Bank's Lawyer
- Registered Agent
- Uniform Commercial Code Filing
- State Government
- Archives

**Future State**
- Bank's Lawyer
- Registered Agent
- Smart Contract
- State Government
- Archives

**Current Challenges**
- Paper-based filing for many foundational documents of finance with government
- Error-prone, manual process for renewing/releasing Uniform Commercial Code filings results in latency
- Expired archival data stored with government occupies warehouses and incurs additional costs

**Smart Contract Benefits**
- Reduced legal bills through auto-renewal and auto-release of digitized UCC filings
- Automated processes, including calling by lenders for additional collateral and tracking of loan vs. collateral value
- Archival data automatically becomes unsearchable/unreplayable after it reaches its sunset date

**Smart Contract Considerations**
- Smart contract platform must be capable of storing data on a distributed ledger without slowing performance or compromising data privacy
- Active involvement of lenders and registered agents must exist for more complex functions (e.g. auto-release or automated call for additional collateral)
- Clarification regarding whether courts would consider a document legally destroyed if it is merely cryptographically unsearchable rather than removed from the ledger
Smart Contracts for Securities

Capitalization table management can be simplified, and intermediaries circumvented in the chain of securities custody through the implementation of a smart contract. The smart contract can facilitate the automatic payment of dividends, stock splits and liability management, while reducing counterparty and operational risks.
Simplification of capitalization table management for private companies can be enabled by smart contracts, while also reuniting record ownership with beneficial ownership of publicly traded securities, reducing cost, and counterparty risk.

**Smart Contract Benefits**
- Digitized end-to-end workflows due to securities existing on a distributed ledger
- Trade date plus zero days (T+0) securities settlement cycles
- Facilitates automatic payment of dividends and stock splits, while enabling more accurate proxy voting
- Removes counterparty and operational risks created by intermediaries

**Current Challenges**
- Paper-based, manual corporate registration processes
- Companies that fail to keep their corporate registrations up-to-date require clean-up and certificate of good standing before issuing securities
- Intermediaries increase cost, counterparty risk and latency

**Smart Contract Considerations**
- Benefits may be realized more quickly in private securities markets than in public securities markets
- The cryptographic signature of the State of Delaware on the ledger entry takes the place of the State’s seal on paper stock certificates, which may require enabling legislation to clarify that Delaware corporate law permits registration on a distributed ledger
- While issuers would welcome visibility into who owns their securities, some buy-side firms (e.g. activist investors) carefully protect this information
Smart Contracts for Trade Finance

*Smart contracts can facilitate streamlined international transfers of goods through faster Letter of Credit and trade payment initiation, while enabling higher liquidity of financial assets.*
Smart Contracts for Trade Finance

Payment method and instrument automation enabled by smart contracts provides risk mitigation and improved financing and process efficiencies for buyers, suppliers and financial institutions.

- **Current Challenges**
  - Time-consuming and costly Letter of Credit issuance process due to required coordination and paperwork
  - Physical document management can delay shipment receipt until title document is released
  - High document fraud/duplicate financing due to de-linked processes

- **Smart Contract Benefits**
  - Faster approval and payment initiation through automated compliance and monitoring of Letter of Credit conditions
  - Improved efficiency in creating, modifying and validating trade, title and transport-related contract agreements
  - Increased liquidity of financial assets due to ease of transfer and fraud reduction

- **Smart Contract Considerations**
  - Industry-wide standards for smart contract templates and procedures must be implemented for wider acceptability and adoption
  - Legal implications for potential smart contract execution fall-out must be determined (in particular for defaults and dispute resolution)
  - Integration with settlement systems, off-chain ecosystems and technology prerequisites (e.g. Internet of Things) must be successful to achieve full benefits
Smart Contracts for Derivatives

Post-trade processes can be streamlined through smart contracts, eliminating the duplicative processes performed by each counterparty for recording and verifying trades, and executing applicable trade level and other lifecycle events.
Smart Contracts for Derivatives

Enforcing a standard set of rules and conditions to a transaction enabled by smart contracts optimizes post-trade processing of over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives.

Current Challenges

- Redundant and time-consuming processes due to asset servicing being managed independently by each counterparty for most OTC derivatives
- Paper-based transaction agreements that contain terms, trade agreements and/or post-trade confirmations

Future State

- Automated settlement of obligations while executing triggered processing of trade events (e.g. periodic payments)
- Automated external event processing (e.g. credit) and/or succession events
- Enabled real-time valuation of positions for real-time exposure monitoring, while reducing errors and/or disputes

Smart Contract Benefits

Current State

- Establish proper governance of a blockchain network and its smart contracts to properly manage large-scale protocol changes to existing contracts due to regulatory reform, change in contract or other unforeseen events
- Agreement upon lifecycle events for OTC derivatives (e.g. external source of data)
- Integration and governance of oracles required to feed smart contracts with information to/from the blockchain network

Smart Contract Considerations
Smart Contracts for Financial Data Recording

Financial organizations can leverage smart contracts for accurate, transparent recording of financial data. Smart contracts enable uniform financial data across organizations, improved financial reporting and reduced auditing and assurance costs.
**Smart Contracts for Financial Data Recording**

Smart contracts enable accurate recording of financial data for entities entering into financial transactions.

### Current Challenges

- Accounting systems are prone to fraud and errors since they are controlled directly by entities
- Capital intensive processes due to each firm maintaining their own infrastructure
- Significant human capital/middleware required to process transactions from systems that do not interoperate

### Smart Contract Benefits

- Improved transactional data integrity and transparency, yielding increased market stability
- Reduced expenditure for accounting information systems by cost-sharing across multiple organizations
- Improved insight into parties’ capital due to increased financial accessibility

### Smart Contract Considerations

- Development of a portal to streamline smart contracts that facilitate and report financial transactions
- Design a set of standards for tokenized assets
- Interoperability between a distributed ledger network and legacy systems
- Creation of a marketplace of atesters to audit financial smart contracts
Smart Contracts for Mortgages

Smart contracts can automate the otherwise confusing and manual process behind a mortgage contract. A smart contract in this case automatically connects the different parties involved with mortgage transactions, allowing for a frictionless and less error-prone process.
Smart Contracts for Mortgages

Mortgages enabled by smart contracts provide automated processing of payments and release of liens on property.

Current State

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homeowner</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Banker</th>
<th>Lien</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insurer</th>
<th>Mortgage Holder</th>
<th>Internal Revenue Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Future State

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homeowner</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Insurer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mortgage Holder</th>
<th>Smart Contract</th>
<th>Internal Revenue Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Current Challenges

- Process friction includes: payment application, updating balances, disbursing payments and taxes, and releasing liens when a mortgage is paid off
- Interface with auxiliary and dependent processes (e.g. land records)
- Privacy concerns due to security holders’ needing to know borrowers’ identities

Smart Contract Benefits

- Automated release of liens from land records when mortgage is paid off
- Increased visibility of servicer records to all interested parties, enabling payment verification and tracking
- Reduced cost and errors by elimination of manual processes

Smart Contract Considerations

- Development of an interface between contract, borrower payment account, disbursement accounts and real estate title record service
- Digital identity must be successfully implemented to enable this use case
- Adoption of public key infrastructure between a mortgagee and the many parties involved
Smart Contracts for Land Title Recording

By facilitating property transfers through smart contracts, fraud propensity can be reduced while increasing confidence in identity. These transactions can occur with increased efficiency, integrity and transparency, resulting in reduced cost and enhanced liquidity.
Smart Contracts for Land Title Recording

Property transfers enabled by smart contracts can deter fraud and improve transaction integrity, efficiency and transparency.

### Current Challenges
- Capital intensity due to incompatible infrastructure
- Inefficient identity verification and signing process for documents
- Manual processes delay closing, escrow and recording processes and create potential for document alteration or loss
- Multiple parties can be shown the same property without detection

### Smart Contract Benefits
- Higher confidence in identity of parties, streamlined processes and reduction in auditing/assurance costs
- Automated process notifications and incorporation of record integrity protections
- Reduce land title fraud conveyance
- Enhanced liquidity

### Smart Contract Considerations
- Standardized record format (such as data elements and electronic signature fields) must be used by participating entities for deeds
- Common protocols must be developed for communication with all parties and electronic recording file formats
- Federated identity credentials must be accepted
Smart Contracts for Supply Chain

Smart contracts can provide visibility at every step of a supply chain. Internet of Things devices can write to a smart contract as a product moves from the factory floor to the store shelves, providing real-time visibility of an enterprise’s entire supply chain.
Smart Contracts for Supply Chain

Extended supply chain visibility, enabled by smart contracts, provides stand-up and tear-down of goods tracking across brands, retailers, logistics and contracted counterparties.

Current Challenges

- Limited visibility due to siloed data capture and desire to only share information with relevant parties
- Need for captured data to be similarly formatted to extract values
- Incompatibilities in data and blind spots in tracking goods due to silos in the supply chain (even source-tagged goods)

Smart Contract Benefits

- Simplification of complex multi-party systems delivery
- Achieve granular-level inventory tracking and delivery assurance, potentially improving supply chain financing, insurance and risk
- Enhanced tracing and verification to reduce risk of fraud and theft

Smart Contract Considerations

- Trusted oracles must be implemented to provide validated registrations of an entity
- Identities must be registered and attested over time, including for institutions, individuals, sensors, facilities and goods
Smart Contracts for Auto Insurance

Currently, the car insurance claims process is disjointed, but the process can be improved significantly through smart contracts. The smart contract records the policy, driving record and reports of all drivers, enabling Internet of Things-equipped vehicles to execute initial claims shortly after an accident.
Smart Contracts for Auto Insurance

Automated insurance claims enabled by smart contracts provide instantaneous processing, verification and payment by vehicles that are able to communicate with each other and assess and validate their own condition.

Current Challenges

- Multiple forms, reports and data sources yield increased error propensity and wasted time/resources
- Duplicated work due to insurance provider devoting back-office resources to verify records, reports and policies
- Subjective diagnostics during processes increases costs and delays

Smart Contract Benefits

- Repository for each policy holder includes global driving record, policy, vehicle type and accident report history
- Vehicle “self-awareness” and damage assessment using sensors can execute initial insurance claims/police reports
- Increased savings by reducing duplicated work to verify reports and policies

Smart Contract Considerations

- Distributed Autonomous Policy (DAP) for ride-sharing companies that use contractors’ cars and labor could be implemented, representing bundled, scalable and self-executing policies based on a driver’s record, vehicle type and performance
- Innovation, cross-industry collaboration, and an environment open to testing and failing must be achieved to navigate the technological, financial and regulatory challenges
Smart Contracts for Clinical Trials

Clinical trials can benefit from smart contracts through increased cross-institutional visibility. The smart contract includes privacy-preserving computation that improves data sharing between institutions while automating and tracking consent for patient data.
Increased visibility enabled by smart contracts may streamline the clinical trials process by increasing the sharing of data for participants in the ecosystem.

**Smart Contract Benefits**

- Increased visibility and reduced costs by streamlining setup processes for trials
- Improved access to cross-institution data during epidemics, protected by privacy-preserving computation
- Increased automation in obtaining and tracking consent for shared data access
- Increased confidence in patient privacy

**Current Challenges**

- Delays in responding to epidemics due to friction in sharing data from clinical trials
- Limited understanding of treatment harms/benefits due to under-reporting
- Limited patient involvement due to lack of consistent consent management
- Comprisable patient privacy and re-identification due to sharing datasets

**Smart Contract Considerations**

- Potential to cause positive disruption in the clinical trials community by providing scale to privacy-preserving data-sharing techniques and new multi-party computation architectures
- Identity, authentication and authorization remain open issues for smart contracts executable on blockchain enabled networks
- Potential path forward for the evolution of new data markets (e.g. clinical trials data market) based on new economic incentives models
Smart Contracts for Cancer Research

Smart contracts can facilitate the sharing of cancer data throughout a cancer research consortium. The smart contract can facilitate the otherwise cumbersome patient consent management process and incentivize aggregate data contribution and data sharing while maintaining patient privacy.
Smart Contracts for Cancer Research

Unleashed power of data enabled by smart contracts provides more efficient data sharing across sectors and incentivizes pre-competitive collaborations.

- Cumbersons processes for sharing research across institutions
- Discouraged sharing of research due to privacy concerns
- Hindered data collection due to lack of trust and real-time access to patient data
- Deterred data sharing due to concerns around misaligned incentives

Current Challenges

- Enhanced data sharing while observing patient privacy/regulatory requirements
- Real-time visibility and policy enforcement incentivizes sharing without divulging raw data
- Increased volume of data and trust due to smart contract patient consent management

Smart Contract Benefits

- Standardization of privacy-safe queries and their representation in smart contracts must occur before benefits can be realized
- Transparency into allowable queries and available datasets backed by “open algorithms” that are vetted by experts must exist to ensure confidentiality
- Real-time access and protection of data confidentiality may require development of new forms of blockchain technologies

Smart Contract Considerations
Legal and Regulatory
Introduction

As stated in the beginning of this paper, there is a spectrum of possibilities for smart contracts, ranging from contracts that merely automate implementation or performance of natural language contracts (e.g. the release of payments under a natural language contract) to contracts entirely written in code. While smart contract code adds new facets to legal analysis, it is much more straightforward to see how contract law will apply when parties simply use code to implement natural language contracts because the natural language contract is still the entire agreement. When the code becomes the contract, resulting in a separate and distinct form of smart contract, there are many other issues raised, and the application of contract law becomes more complicated.

It is not anticipated that smart contracts will displace the long-standing pillars of contract law (including offer, acceptance and consideration) in either situation. However, for smart contracts written entirely in code, courts will face additional challenges in applying contract law to determine when or whether a contract has formed, whether a party has performed its obligations, whether a party has breached and other related issues. Contract law developments in the context of online agreements and other agreements aided by technology provide significant guidance for how contract law will apply to smart contracts in both situations.

An example of a recent technological change is the internet and the rise of natural language contracts in computerized (or electronic) form. Over the past decade, regulators and courts have come to accept electronic contracts in the financial services area. For instance, the federal electronic signature law (ESIGN), enacted in 2000, and subsequent state implementation of the Uniform Electronic Transaction Act (UETA) have led to widespread use of electronic contracts and electronic records. Courts have enforced natural language electronic contracts. Consumers can now purchase car insurance online and deposit checks via their smartphones. Regulators have become comfortable with many regulated transactions moving to purely electronic form.

With respect to Fintech, regulators approach and view innovation differently but, in general, cautiously support the new technology. The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau have indicated support for innovation, while the Federal Reserve has indicated that the technology requires “much more complex demonstrations in real-world situations before these technologies can be safely deployed in today’s highly interconnected, synchronized and far-reaching financial markets.”

Regulators will likely be more interested in regulating the functions and impact of any new technology rather than the technology itself, as was the case with transactions moving to purely electronic form. New technologies can raise unique issues that may draw regulatory scrutiny or new requirements (e.g., encryption). This section explores some of the many legal and regulatory issues that smart contracts raise, including creating and performing a smart contract, handling disputes, complying with regulatory requirements and providing access to regulators.
Creation of the Smart Contract

Businesses commonly use clickwrap agreements—also referred to as “click-through” or “click and accept” agreements—to present terms and conditions of use to consumers who may in turn agree with the click of an “I Accept” button. Despite their initial novelty, courts now generally recognize clickwrap agreements as helpful and enforceable forms of contracting. In certain situations, when determining what to enforce, courts have closely examined whether the consumer received notice of the existence of a term before agreeing to it. For example, courts have been apprehensive in certain instances to bind parties in situations where additional terms to an agreement were emailed after acceptance. Additionally, the use of a website without explicit notice of the conditions of use (which were merely posted on the homepage) has also been deemed insufficient acceptance of those terms, especially in the consumer context.

Whether a contracting party has been given requisite notice of a term depends on how conspicuous the term is, the sophistication of the parties involved and their past dealings, and industry practice. As with clickwrap agreements, courts will need to develop standards to determine when a smart contract or term therein will be enforced, and they will likely employ notice as a key determinant. In the case of smart contracts where the “code is the contract,” parties may experience more difficulty proving that they provided notice of terms contained in the code, especially with less sophisticated customers.

Also, in “code is the contract” situations or situations where a portion of the contract is contained in code, parties may have to confront issues related to the Statute of Frauds. The Statute of Frauds, where and when it applies, requires certain agreements to be made in writing and parties may challenge whether code is sufficient to serve as a writing. It will be important to provide parties with confidence that code can survive a Statute of Frauds challenge.

A related consideration is the extent to which electronic agents can make decisions through smart contract code that bind their principals. Limited precedent already exists in the United States. At one end of the spectrum, the automatic issuance of a tracking number has been deemed “an automated, ministerial act” that does not constitute contractual acceptance. At the other, a court has held an insurance company liable for its computerized reinstatement of an insurance policy, citing the following: “A computer operates only in accordance with the information and directions supplied by its human programmers. If the computer does not think like a man, it is man’s fault.”

Furthermore, in equities markets, a customer can place limit orders “where the customer specifically instructs the market maker to execute a trade when the stock reaches a particular price.” In essence, the customer provides an advance instruction to a broker to execute a trade on the customer’s behalf when a specified price is reached. U.S. courts have discussed limit orders in detail without questioning that the customers are bound by the resulting transactions. Accordingly, courts and lawmakers will likely look for the level of control principals have over their electronic agents and the principal’s act of instructing an electronic agent to perform tasks on its behalf.
Regulators may also look to the formation of smart contracts as an opportunity to provide consumer protection. Regulators could require parties to hard-code certain terms or regulatory conditions into smart contracts as an enforcement tool. As an example, regulators could require parties to loans to input maximum interest rates to prevent usury and monitor for compliance. Coding requirements could lead to conflicts-of-law problems for companies who must answer to multiple federal regulators and the rules of several states (such as usury), especially when regulations change.

### Considerations for Smart Contract Creation

- **Notice of Terms to Parties**
  - Visibility (are terms conspicuous?)
  - Timing (were terms shared before or after agreement?)
  - Difficulty (how hard must consumer work to see terms?)
- **Sophistication of Parties**
- **Level of Control over Electronic Agents**
Performance of the Smart Contracts

As this paper has shown, smart contracts hold promise for automated performance in a variety of business use cases. A few examples where contract performance should be straightforward include:

- **Insurance Contracts** in which the parameters of an insurance policy are written into smart contract code and enforced automatically. The policy would, for example, pay out insurance proceeds upon the occurrence of an independently determined insurable event (e.g., wind speed over 70 miles per hour for 10 consecutive minutes) without the need to make a claim;\(^{17}\)

- **Escrow** in which a smart contract protocol sequesters messages or funds held on a distributed ledger until the occurrence of some event and the verification of message content. Once the event occurs and the content has been verified, the smart contract protocol automatically performs a stated contractual action (e.g., the payout of a certain amount of escrowed funds or the delivery of bearer certificates);\(^{18}\)

- **Royalty Distribution** involving the automatic payment of artists and other associated individuals pursuant to the terms of a contract.\(^{19}\)

Other contracts may involve much more difficult, oftentimes subjective, judgment which will make automated performance more difficult. For example, smart contracts may be difficult to develop and implement where the situation calls for: (1) reversibility of transactions; (2) subjective analysis (how much flood damage was there on the second floor of a building?); (3) the programming of excessively complex or nebulous principles into smart contract code (e.g., interpretational standards, such as “reasonableness”); or (4) extensive interaction between a blockchain and the outside world (i.e., data input from outside the ledger or an impact on the outside world by events on a ledger).

Parties must determine other issues even when smart contracts call for objective “outside data.” An example of the “outside data” aspect of a blockchain would be in the context of flood insurance: who decides when the rainfall threshold is reached? Parties will have to agree in advance to make the determination. For example, the parties may agree to use rainfall data compiled by the National Weather Service. Parties will also need to agree to sufficient “fallback” providers if the primary source is no longer available and the extent to which they can challenge the outside data.
Performance of the Smart Contract

The parties will also need to agree on how the information will make its way to a blockchain. Algorithmic platforms, known as “oracles,” whose sole task is to feed information from the outside world into the ledger to facilitate smart contract enforcement, will perform the data-input function. The outside actor must be a trusted third party and must preserve the integrity of the smart contract by transmitting accurate and trustworthy data in a secure manner.

In the reverse situation, the parties to a ledger-hosted smart contract may intend for an event on the hosting ledger to affect the outside world. Without involvement from a trusted third party, however, enforcement is limited to the particular blockchain. Complex smart contract proposals may call for off-ledger assets to be moved, such as physical goods or funds held in a bank, upon the occurrence of some event on a blockchain. In such a situation, the parties would enlist a trusted third party (potentially a financial institution) to monitor the blockchain and respond to events as required.

Automated Performance Example
1) Insured pays premiums to insurer
2) Insurer makes funds available to pay claims and benefits
3) Payments and benefits are automatically disbursed when the “oracle” determines the occurrence of specified events
Some believe that smart contracts will help rid the world of lawyers and render final decisions on who wins and loses free from the influence of lawyers. Nevertheless, while smart contracts are intended to mimic complex decision-making, someone—possibly a lawyer—will create the code that renders the often intricate legal decisions needed to construct a workable commercial contract. Organizations will likely still employ traditional lawyers to negotiate actual terms and perform due diligence. In fact, smart contracts may require new types of due diligence by lawyers to provide comfort that the code is enforceable and embodies the intended provisions. Still, in light of “computer protocols that facilitate, verify, execute and enforce the terms of a commercial agreement,” ledger-hosted smart contracts can streamline financial transactions and potentially reduce legal expense.

In the context of disputes, a number of competing concepts will determine the level of involvement of lawyers and courts. For instance, despite the attractiveness of the certainty afforded by a smart contract, contract law needs a level of flexibility to handle subjective issues. It will be more challenging for coders to build good faith, fair dealing and other subjective concepts into smart contracts, and there may be more of a role for judges, juries and arbitrators to decide matters when they involve subjective issues.

To determine the proper forum for resolving smart contract disputes and the rights of parties to access the courts, if any, we can look to the law of waiver and arbitration for guidance. In general, “parties to a contract may voluntarily waive certain rights, including the right to receive an impartial and independent federal adjudication, otherwise available to the parties under the law.” United States courts have enforced arbitration agreements that preclude judicial review of an arbitration award beyond the trial court level. Similar waivers have been upheld in international forums. In AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion, the U.S. Supreme Court held that the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) preempted a California judicial rule stating that a class arbitration waiver was unconscionable under California law. Consequently, there is significant precedent for expediting resolution and restricting access to courts.
Recently, however, the United States has seen a resurgence of resistance to mandatory arbitration, particularly in the retail consumer context. As an example, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) recently proposed rules which prohibit certain mandatory arbitration clauses in consumer financial products and services contracts. Retail consumers will almost certainly argue that they lack the knowledge or sophistication to create, fully understand, or assent to certain smart contract terms. Arguments concerning knowledge and sophistication may be even more powerful when the code itself forms the contract. Certain retail customers will likely claim that courts should not hold them to included terms or enforcement mechanisms. In all, it seems unlikely that parties, especially retail consumers, will have no recourse with respect to smart contracts in the court system.

Lawmakers and courts will also need to decide how to introduce, authenticate and admit evidence concerning blockchain transactions. The State of Vermont has passed H. 868, which addresses the validity and admissibility of, and presumptions relating to, records created with blockchain technology. The new law provides that extrinsic evidence of authenticity as a condition precedent to admissibility in a Vermont court would not be required for a record maintained by a valid application of blockchain technology, and it establishes a rebuttable presumption of admissibility and authenticity as to basic information, such as the parties and provisions of the smart contract. Without commenting on the strengths and weaknesses of the Vermont law, the law would benefit from courts and arbitration forums adopting uniform standards for using ledger-related evidence in the course of disputes.
Compliance with Regulatory Requirements

At this early stage, legislators and regulators have focused on identifying regulatory measures that may be necessary to mitigate concerns over security, consumer protection and financial crime.\textsuperscript{31} To date, various federal agencies have explored digital currencies, and some, such as the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), have issued warnings about the use of digital currencies,\textsuperscript{32} but none have yet specifically addressed smart contracts. Further, New York is the first state in the United States to establish a framework for licensing and regulation of businesses engaged in activities related to digital currencies.\textsuperscript{33} Any entity subject to New York’s digital currency business activity license requirement must also comply with various conditions of conventional financial services regulation, including bookkeeping\textsuperscript{34} and anti-money laundering (AML) systems and controls.\textsuperscript{35}

Such requirements pose novel legal questions and compliance concerns for users of smart contracts. For example, New York law concerning digital currency business activity were to include users of smart contracts, users may face some difficulty initially complying with the requirement that they maintain books and records of regulated transactions for seven years, including a ledger of all such transactions and the “names, account numbers, and physical addresses” of the parties to the transaction.\textsuperscript{36} Compliance with this requirement could be difficult, if not impossible, using a public blockchain, but may be feasible using a private blockchain with a greater deal of control and less anonymity.

In addition, certain fundamental legal concepts, such as the possession of an instrument, may need to be reimagined due to a smart contract’s existence essentially as executable computer code that is run on a network. Instead of focusing on the physical possession of an instrument or other contract, regulators and smart contract users may need to establish bounds for ledger-hosted registers on a server or code a smart contract that could be recorded on a blockchain application as a transaction.
Regulator Access and Visibility

As blockchains and smart contracts integrate into industry and become more common, regulators will have the ability to access and see detailed transactional data on a larger scale and in a shorter amount of time. Lawmakers and regulators will need to determine how much data regulators can access as well as how and when they will see it.

Privacy and cybersecurity are major concerns for regulators and industry leaders. To enforce distributed ledger and smart contract regulations, regulators will need varying levels of access to oftentimes private information to monitor and regulate underlying transactions. Depending on the level of access necessary, market participants will likely voice demand for the protection of their information, both from other commercial parties as well as from inappropriate access by hackers or other unauthorized third parties. Commentators suggest that the use of a blockchain for “trade reconciliation, settlement and the like would require sophisticated privacy controls and the management of access to the information residing in the blockchain.”

Blockchain programming already allows varying levels of partitioned access to the data within a chain. Further, the use of a permissioned network—as opposed to a public (or permissionless) one—can restrict the data sharing to those entities using the network and the regulators monitoring it. Regulators and the public may also benefit from many inherent characteristics of blockchains and smart contracts. In situations of complicated, legally tenuous, or particularly risky transactions or contracts, the regulator could serve as an advisor by approving contracts, or possibly even coding regulator-approved ones, for industry distribution.

Expanding on the role regulators can play in identity monitoring, KYC regulations in the financial services industry often require the expenditure of vast resources before an entity will transact with a particular client. A blockchain identity issued by the regulatory agency can serve as a trusted KYC compliance shortcut to be used by each entity on the network and each party to a smart contract. Further, prospective parties in subsequent transactions can choose to rely on the identities to inform themselves of other parties’ contracting histories.
Regulator Access and Visibility

Finally, regulators may more easily accomplish their auditing and administrative tasks due to the increased access and visibility associated with blockchain technology and smart contracts. Instead of demanding costly reports of transactions from each transacting entity, regulators could have instant, real-time access to the transactions as they take place along with access to an immutable audit trail—all at little to no expense to the contracting parties. However, regulators acting in these roles will not be able to do so in a vacuum.

Regulators will need access to transactional information just as they always have, including the identities, interests and positions of the parties and the values of the transactions. Information aiding in the enforcement of some of the most difficult regulations—such as consistent and truthful recordkeeping—might not be as necessary with an automatic and perfected distributed ledger; trust in the system, however, may demand a peek behind the proverbial curtain and a deep look into the source code of the proffered ledger-hosted contract.

Although demands on manpower could be lessened with the advent of a smart contract, and the burdens of enforcement shifted to the code itself, regulatory oversight will likely always be necessary. Interpretation and approval of a blockchain and smart contract code will require a new regulatory approach and skillset. Industry cooperation will be more important than ever, but a successful integration of reasonable regulation and ledger-hosted smart contracts could provide both regulators and participants alike with significant efficiencies in compliance.

If regulators do require access to code, it will not be the first time. In October 2016, the U.S. Commodities Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) announced that it intends to require automated trading firms to give the CFTC access to their source code (the human-readable part of software) under a proposed market stability rule. Going forward with smart contracts, relevant regulators will also likely require access to code and need sufficient expertise to review it.
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